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Operations and facilities
Trading Company EvrazHolding |
supplier of rolled steel and sells EVRAZ products in Russia and the CIS. In 2015, its sales
totalled 5.8 million tonnes of steel products. It focuses on long and rolled products for
use in construction and engineering, rolled products for the transportation segment (rails,
making (slabs and tubes) sectors.
EVRAZ East Metals |
exports steel products supplied from EVRAZ steel mills in Russia (EVRAZ ZSMK, EVRAZ

EVRAZ Metall Inprom | EVRAZ Metall Inprom is one of the largest steel trading
companies in Russia, with sales of 1.6 million tonnes in 2015. It distributes steel products
from EVRAZ and some third parties from a network of regional warehouses. Its main
customers are in the construction, steel structures and engineering segments. In 2015,
sales network from the Russian Union of Metal Product Suppliers.
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Customer focus strategy
Customer focus initiatives, 2015 results |

CUSTOMER FOCUS
TARGETS/OUTLOOK

market competititon.

with specialists from NTMK, it intends to
export sales several times, to around 20 thousand tonnes.

rolling mill, designed to meet the highest
standards on the market.
In 2016, EVRAZ East Metals intends to

LDP and, in the longer term, engineering.
sales. Another initiative is the development
for engineering (spring steel) and shipbuilding, sales of which totalled 50 thousand tonnes
in 2015.
to new markets and customers, thus
generating better margins than from billets.
EVRAZ retained its share on the domestic market for rolled products, despite greater
In 2016, EVRAZ Metall Inprom plans to
introduce online services for clients,
centralised call centre and a CRM block in
for that product.
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS
Trading Company EvrazHolding
Introduced an electronic signature with EVRAZ NTMK and ZSMK and began

EVRAZ East Metals
Implementing a programme to reduce freight costs.
EVRAZ Metall Inprom
divisions.
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retain its leadership position in the transport, construction and mining segments in
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EVRAZ increased its share of grinding
balls market to

68%
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